Part 1: Hamish Goes to Kenya – Fairtrade and the Environment
Main Characters: Hamish (14 year old boy from Fairlie),
Julius (Small holder farmer Michimikuru, Kenya), Lusala
(Small holder tea farmer Michimikuru, Kenya), Kanja
(Tea plucker), Paka (Tea planter), Sanura (Julius’
mother)

Scene 1: Hamish and Julius sitting under an acacia tree outside the Michimikuru
Tea Factory
Michimikuru, Kenya

Julius: Jambo! (hello)
Hamish: Jambo sana! (hello)

Julius: Karibu Michimikuru
(Welcome to Michimikuru).

Hamish: The bus ride here was incredible. We passed Mount Kenya, the highest
mountain in Kenya. It must be at least 3 times the size of Ben Nevis!
Julius: You’re right. Mount Kenya is the second
highest mountain in the whole of Africa! Did you
know that the Scots were among some of the first
who climbed to the top?
Hamish: Wicked. I want to know more about this
land and its people.
Julius: This has been my home for over 60 years. It is a very special place to me.

Hamish: What is growing in all of these
fields?
Julius: Tea, tea and more tea! Tea is very
important to us in Kenya.

Hamish: Do people in Kenya drink as much tea as we do in Scotland?
Julius: Not quite! Kenya is the 4th largest tea producer in the world yet we drink very little
of it ourselves. Tea is important to us for another reason.
Julius: In Michimikuru we say that our people survive off of tea.
Here comes my neighbour Lusala, one of the local tea farmers who knows exactly what
this means.
Lusala: I am a tea farmer; my father and his father
were both tea farmers. Everyday I am out in the fields
from sun up to sun down as there is always work to
be done. I sell my tea to feed my family but it is not
enough. There is no money to send my 3 children to
school or for my wife to go the hospital when she is
sick.

Lusala: When the price of tea changes I am forced to sell my tea at an even lower price. I
work hard but see little benefits which makes me feel discouraged and powerless.
Julius: This was the case for tea farmers in Kenya for years and years. Then in 2005, we
saw a new ray of hope.
Hamish: What happened in 2005?
Julius: Fair trade came to Michimikuru!
Cafédirect, the leading fair trade buyer of tea in
the UK, was looking for high quality teas produced
by small scale growers in Kenya. I was working
at the factory as a manger and we struck a deal!
Hamish: What changes have you seen since fair
trade has come to Michimikuru?
Lusala: I can say that I like tea again!
Julius: Fair trade guarantees that we are paid a fair price for our tea and protects us from
falling market prices.
Julius: Before fair trade, there had been no direct contact between farmers and buyers.
Now, we feel empowered and respected. Fair trade forms a partnership between
producers and buyers and we work together on the same team.
Lusala: For the first time, I feel like my voice is heard and that I have control over my own
life. I have worked this land for years and years and I know how to produce good tea.
Our fair trade partners listen to this knowledge. We discuss together what we must do in
order to sell our tea to more people.

Julius: You see Hamish, this relationship is
equally important to our farmers as the actual
trade being done. In Africa, to make friends,
you must eat at the same table. Those who
work directly with us understand how things
work here. It is the key that opens the door
to a new world of trade.

Scene 2: Julius and Hamish walking to the tea factory
Hamish: What is so special about your tea from Michimikuru?
Julius: Come to our factory and I will show you. Meet Kanja, one of the pluckers in our
fields.

Kanja: In Kenya, almost all of the tea produced is
Black Tea. Our tea plants are like our children.
Young plants are planted and carefully tendered for in
our nursery beds for a year before being planted out
in the tea fields.

Kanja: The secret to producing high quality tea is all in the pluck! I hand pick the top 2
leaves and the bud. This technique is called ‘fine plucking’ and is what makes Michi tea
incredibly delicious!

Hamish: When is the plucking
season in Kenya? Do those
baskets come in my size?
Julius: Being in the tropics, there
is plucking throughout the entire
year although during the two
main rainy seasons of mid March
to June and mid October to
December there is an increase in
production. These special
carrier baskets that you are
talking about are used to
transport the tea to the factories
to be processed.

Julius: Here at the factory is where it all comes together. All of the flavours, tastes and
aromas of the cool highlands of Michi are sealed and packed into boxes, headed for the
bonny highlands of Scotland.
Hamish: Is all of the tea that you produce sent to
Scotland?
Julius: We wish! Actually, only about 4% of tea from
Michimikuru is sold as fair trade tea. This is
something that we are very proud of. Our fair trade
tea production has doubled in the 2 years since
becoming partners with Cafedirect.
Hamish: Brilliant! I want my mum to try this tea. Where can she buy it in Scotland?

Julius: The tea produced here at Michimikuru goes into Teadirect
Gold Tea products which are sold in the UK.
Your mum can buy this tea online through Cafedirect’s website
www.cafedirect.co.uk/shop or your local shop.

Setting: Julius, Hamish, and Sanura at the family home
Hamish: Whew, I am tired!
Julius: Why don’t you come back to my house and we can continue talking over lunch. I
think some Ugali is in order.
Hamish: It looks like the rains are coming, I feel
like I am back in Scotland!
Julius: Until recently, the rains in Kenya came as
regularly as clockwork. We used to depend on
the seasons to be our calendar. In fact, if it
wasn’t for the rains, I wouldn’t know how old I
am!

Hamish: What do you mean?
Sanura: Julius was born at the beginning of the ‘long rains’ which means that he was born
in October. I remember that he was born 8 seasons after his father’s return from World
War II, which makes him almost 59.
Hamish: You said that the rains used to come like clockwork. Has this changed?

Julius: As a result of the climate change, the rains have become very unpredictable these
past few years. All of the farmers are talking about the changes they see out in the fields.

Paka (planter): This year there have
been long periods of drought. I look up
to the skies and wait for the rain to fall.
There is nothing else that I can do.
When the rains do come, they are often
too strong and my tea cannot survive.
Julius: Water shortages and the rising
temperatures make the soil less fertile
and we can’t produce as much tea as
we need.

Hamish: It is clear to me that climate change is not a problem of the future. It is affecting
people right now.
Julius: The changing weather patterns are only the beginning. There are many other
environmental issues that we face in Michimikuru.
Hamish: Like what?
Paka: Our community used to be covered in forests but they have been destroyed. Now,
when I go out to chop wood for cooking I have to go far away.
Julius: The tea factory uses firewood to fuel many of the production processes as well.
We use these resources without thinking of what will happen when they are gone.
Hamish: I see effects of deforestation in
Scotland too. Species such as the beaver
and bears that used to live in our forests
and highlands are no more today because
of the destruction of the land.
Julius: In Kenya, we are very rich in
natural resources but we do not know how
to use them wisely.
Hamish: I can see that the environment and agriculture are interconnected. As tea
farmers, what can you do to prevent climate change?
Julius: Fair trade has changed the way that we think about the environment. We have a
better understanding of the environmental threats that we face and we cooperate with our
fair trade partners to find solutions that are climate friendly.

Julius: To fight deforestation, we are learning about alternative energy sources that
decrease our reliance on wood. For example, families in our community are building
energy efficient cookers that require less wood than the traditional cooking methods.
Julius: Another obstacle that we face here in Michimikuru is our dependence on tea grown
in monoculture. If the tea fails we do not have any other crops to support us.
Paka: Fair trade helped me learn the value of growing other crops than tea. I save
money by growing vegetables, corn and potatoes of my own. If the tea harvest is not
good, I still have food to feed my
family.
Julius: Climate change is a global
issue that affects everyone. We
have received training on the
importance of climate change and we
now understand the positive impact
that small changes/actions can have
on the environment and on lives here
in Michimikuru and worldwide.
Hamish: I can see that fair trade has
made a huge impact in the
Michimikuru community.
Julius: The knowledge and resources that we have acquired enable us to work our way
out of poverty
Hamish: When I buy Fairtrade tea, it means that I am supporting farmers like you. You
can get a better price for your tea which helps you support your family and community.
Julius: Exactly. If more people buy Fairtrade products, more farmers are helped.
Julius: It is simple. If all trade was fair trade, Kenya would no longer be a developing
country.

